
Autonomous Vehicle Consultation Questions 
 

1. Point One = YES, Point Two  =YES, Point Three = YES 
 

2. This is a completely new concept to driving so much terminology will be 
‘new’…This would appear to make its point at this consultation stage 
 

3. I would tend to support the creation of legislation around a ‘User in Charge’ 
who fails to take action should they become acutely aware of an imminent risk 
type situation.  This will require much thought however as the paper suggests 
that when in fully automated mode that the user could in fact be reading their 
e mails so there would be many defences coming forward if prosecuting 
agencies were inferring that they should have been paying attention to risk. 
 

4. My presumption is that this will only ever be created in stages so in the interim 
the project would require close control i.e. driverless on certain roads such as 
motorway or other straight roads where pedestrian flow is unlikely and also to 
lower the speed limit, to start with buses travelling at slower speeds like a 
tram system (but no rails)  Also to place ‘drivers’ on fully automated vehicles 
in the first instance to double check and provide reassurance until they are no 
longer required.  Also could a 
 

5. Yes, there needs to be clear rules in place to manage this new concept 
 

6. The ‘user in charge’ can only become involved in secondary activities once 
the vehicle is clearly in an automated mode and this is recorded / can be 
proved if required.  This is surely going to be the big challenge here should a 
collision / offence occur so there must be a clear records to define what the 
responsibilities of the user are at that time and what mode the vehicle is in. 
 

7. Point One = No, if they are fall back then the driver still needs to be 
concentrating (i.e. not completing e mails), Point Two = I think we have to be 
really careful here as if you are fall back then you need to be concentrating so 
any activity such as phone calls, e mails or reading etc will suddenly become 
dangerous if they suddenly need to become that fall back. 
 

8. Points One, Two & Three = Yes 
 

9. Yes 
 

10. This is such a new concept that consideration should be given to stringent 
third party testing who will work with manufacturers own testing 
methods.  Unfortunately we are all too aware that this will only be truly tested 
in the Court when a problem has occurred so time should be allowed for these 
models to be considered properly before they go out onto the roads. 
 

11. It might be worth approaching the local agencies in the first instance to 
identify local issues as this will no doubt provide similar trends and 
facts……which will then allow the safety assurance scheme to be more 



effective i.e. covering most points in the first instance, with only smaller local 
issues to work through. 
 

12. Yes to all points and it needs to be very clear to all as to what their 
responsibilities are. 
 

13. Yes, drivers need to be updated.  For new drivers this could form part of the 
test or theory test.  For other drivers this could be on line learning with a 
certificate of completion with serial number, which could be presented to 
insurers for a lower premium. 
 

14. Significant collisions involving automated vehicles may have to be jointly 
investigated in the first instance as Police Vehicle Examiners will not have this 
expertise.  Initial training should be delivered to Police Vehicle Examiners so 
they do not inadvertently jeopardise evidence i.e. secure and preserve 
properly.  To have a nationwide investigation teams for serious collisions 
involving automated vehicles sounds a great idea but how quickly will they 
attend the scene, how would this impact on the CLEAR principles and what 
would the terms of reference be if the automated vehicle was not the 
cause…….Why not just train all Police Vehicle Examiners and allow then to 
work closely with manufacturers to develop competence and confidence. 
 

15.  Point One = Yes, Point Two = Yes as well as this area is also advancing and 
we need to ensure that they are safe and drivers do not become too 
distracted as they rely more on the vehicle to drive for them. 
 

16.  Point One = Human Drivers may not always tell the truth / may be subjective 
in their views & Automated systems are unable to offer opinion etc, Point Two 
= Existing data should support meaningful comparison in relation to human 
drivers and I do not think we need new legislation to define a collision. 
 

17.  Point One = Appears to be clear at this time, Point Two = Provide guidance 
so that guidance can be used by the Courts and can hopefully prevent an 
inconsistent approach, Point Three = Yes to first part and would suggest up to 
2x months. 
 

18. Do not think so at this current time, the legislation has survived over 30 x 
years and other complex issues other than automated vehicles. 
 

19. Reads OK at this initial stage and makes clear that insurers can also claim 
against manufacturers. 
 

20. Regulation 107 will need to be amended 
 

21. All driving & construction and use type offences should be scrutinised to 
ensure they will be compatible with any potential prosecution. 
 

22. Yes, you cannot have it both ways, if the vehicle is fully automated it should 
remove responsibility from the driver (who is now not a driver) 
 



23. Yes, if the user is aware that something serious is likely to happen and takes 
no action……then they should bear some responsibility. 
 

24. Point One = Yes, Point Two = Yes unless the Police Examiner is able to 
establish the evidence, Point Three = Yes, Point Four = Yes but what if a 
death has occurred and there is negligence, there has to still be a route to 
Corporate Manslaughter. 
 

25.  Yes to all points 
 

26.  Yes 
 

27. Yes 
 

28. Yes 
 

29. Yes 
 

30. Point One = The collision is automatically detected by a Control Centre who 
provides & records details?, Point Two = This is going to be very difficult if 
there is no user in charge, maybe the Police Officer can electronically direct 
the automated vehicle with an overriding code, Point Three = If the vehicle 
detects weight on the seats then it does not move until the seatbelts are in 
use? 
 

31. Yes, the law would need to be reviewed. 
 

32.  Yes there would have to be new legislation to cover this area. 
 

33.  Yes, but in addition to this a clear obligation on the Company to provide the 
details of who takes responsibility for such issues. 
 

34.  Yes, I do not think we can rely on existing legislation to try and cover 
something as new and different as automated vehicles. 
 

35.  Yes again and as per the previous question, this area of legislation needs to 
be scrutinised to ensure no loopholes and failed prosecutions. 
 

36.  Yes, why create problems for ourselves and we have an opportunity here to 
examine Scottish Case Law where this has been beneficial. 
 

37.  Yes, why would we make it difficult for ourselves and have opposing 
legislation for vehicles on roads in England & Scotland. 
 

38.  Developers need to be contacted as soon as is practicable from regulators & 
police to understand at the earliest opportunity our thoughts and concerns 
around legislation that will need to be complied with.  This presumably will 
become a National Working Group and would also include CPS / Defence 
Solicitors? 
 



39.  Yes there has to be a way around this, we cannot have the flow of traffic 
prevented because of simple debris in the road with a clear pavement or pull 
in that could be negotiated.  This could negatively impact on the CLEAR 
principles if on a strategic road for example and would not be tolerated. 
 

40.  I do not believe this would be acceptable as you are restricting what may be 
simple ways of resolving congestion, debris, pedestrians etc. 
 

41. Yes and this would include overtaking with ease slow moving vehicles such 
as a bicycle, tractor etc……This should also be considered for breaching solid 
double white lines when lawfully permitted to overtake a slow moving vehicle 
etc. 
 

42. The first part to this is easier to answer as I believe automated vehicles 
should be permitted to edge its way around obstructions such as pedestrians, 
cones and other obstructions etc.  However to force its way around people 
who refuse to move is surely a real challenge.  What if it is an elderly or 
visually impaired person, or a child?  The vehicle should be permitted to drive 
up close and maybe sound a warning device such as the reversing lorry at 
slow speed? 
 

43.  Yes, this is such a new concept there is much benefit to significant reviews to 
encourage and develop future learning for all parties. 
 

44.  Absolutely yes because these policies may well be read out and challenged 
in Court or other legal proceedings. 
 

45.  Developers should be encouraged to consult widely as to what driving 
scenarios they have considered as part of the design……to reassure and to 
increase confidence in the product. 
 

46. No further comment at this time 
 


